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Purpose: Numerous studies have shown that ultrasound bursts combined with an 

ultrasound contrast agent results in a temporary disruption of the blood-brain barrier 

(BBB). Combined with focused ultrasound systems that can precisely focus ultrasound 

through the human skull, a noninvasive means for targeted drug delivery becomes 

possible. As the BBB, which normally serves to protect the central nervous system, 

prevents most substances from being delivered to the brain from the circulation, this 

approach could have a large impact on treatments for brain tumors and other disorders. 

This talk will review recent results from recent studies testing the safety and efficacy of 

this approach. 

 

Methods: Ongoing studies at our institution are testing repeated BBB disruption sessions 

in nonhuman primates using a clinical MR-guided focused ultrasound system (ExAblate 

4000, InSightec). Additional studies are being performed to test whether combining BBB 

disruption with Herceptin, an antibody-based drug for HER2-positive breast cancer that 

often fails with brain metastases, can improve outcomes in rats implanted with human 

breast cancer cells. Relevant works on safety and efficacy of this technique from other 

research groups will also be presented. 

 

Results: We have found that BBB disruption can be achieved repeatedly in nonhuman 

primates without MRI-based evidence of tissue damage or functional deficits. 

Furthermore, the disruption has been found to only occur at targeted locations in the brain. 

Tests in the breast cancer brain metastases model have shown improvement in tumor 

growth rate, with tumors in 4/10 animals in the Herceptin+BBB disruption group 

disappearing. This result was not achieved in the control groups. 

 

Conclusion:  These and other similar studies, while still ongoing, are encouraging and 

supportive of preparing for initial human tests of this technique. Methods to control and 

monitor the procedure, however, are currently lacking and will be necessary for 

widespread use of the technique.  

 

Learning objectives: 

1. Learn how ultrasound and ultrasound contrast agents are applied for blood-

brain barrier disruption 

2. Learn about ongoing safety and efficacy studies of the technique 

3. Learn about need for methods to guide and monitor the ultrasound exposures 

 


